
WASHINGTON: China is facing the largest
diabetes epidemic in the world with around
11 percent of its population suffering from
the metabolic illness, while nearly 36 per-
cent are prediabetic, according to a US
study published Tuesday. The survey, which
included 170,287 participants and was con-
ducted in 2013, was analyzed with the assis-
tance of Linhong Wang from the Chinese
Center for Disease Control and Prevention
and was published in the Journal of the
American Medical Association (JAMA).

Researchers measured levels of fast-
ing plasma glucose of each participant.
Those with levels of 126 milligrams per
deciliter or higher were defined as dia-
betic while those with levels between
105 and 126 mg/dl were defined as pre-
diabetic. Hyperglycemia is a result of two
anomalies-a malfunction of the pancreas
which creates insulin, or the resistance of
the body to this hormone. Among the
diabetic population in China, 36.5 per-
cent were aware of their diagnosis and

32.2 percent were receiving treatment.
Among those being treated, 49.2 per-
cent had adequate glycemic control.

Tibetan and Muslim Chinese had sig-
nificantly lower prevalence of diabetes
compared to the majority Han popula-
tion (14.7 percent for Han, 4.3 percent for
Tibetan, and 10.6 percent for Muslim).
The adult diabetic rate in China of 10.9
percent is close to that of the United
States of 9.3 percent according to 2014
figures recorded by the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention. The
Chinese prediabetic rate of 35.7 percent
was also close to the US rate of 37 per-
cent recorded in 2014.

With approximately 1.09 billion adults
in China, some 388.1 million were pro-
jected to be prediabetic (200.4 million
men and 187.7 million women). Diabetes
is a growing public health problem
throughout the world. Some 422 million
adults around the world had diabetes in
2014, compared to 108 million in 1980,

according to a report published by the
World Health Organization in 2016. 

Diabetes rates have increased more
rapidly in low and middle-income coun-
tries. Diabetes is a major cause of blind-
ness, kidney failure, heart attacks and
lower limb amputations, according to
the WHO. In 2012, an estimated 1.5 mil-
lion deaths were directly caused by dia-
betes and another 2.2 million deaths
were attributable to high blood glucose,
according to the report.—AFP 
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PARIS: Earth’s protective ozone layer, on
a slow path to recovery since the 1987
Montreal Protocol banned chemicals that
erode it, may be in danger anew, scien-
tists warned Tuesday. Levels in the strato-
sphere of dichloromethane, a chemical
not covered by the ozone rescue pact, are
increasing rapidly and could delay the
layer’s recovery, they said.

Although “currently modest, the
impact of dichloromethane on ozone has
increased markedly in recent years,” a
team reported in the journal Nature
Communications. “Sustained growth in
dichloromethane would... offset some of
the gains achieved by the Montreal

Protocol, further delaying recovery of
Earth’s ozone layer.” The layer sits in the
stratosphere at 10 to 50 kilometers above
the Earth’s surface, where it filters out
harmful ultraviolet light that can cause
cancer and damage crops. The Montreal
accord phased out production of chloro-
fluorocarbons (CFCs) in refrigerators,
aerosols, air-conditioners and foam insu-
lation when it was discovered they were
responsible for the so-called ozone “hole”.

CFCs were replaced in the 1990s by
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), which were safe
for the now-healing ozone but also highly
effective at trapping heat in the atmosphere,
contributing to global warming. —AFP

Paint-stripping chemical 

poses new ozone risk

PARIS: Throughout its 4.5-billion-year history,
Earth has been repeatedly pummeled by space
rocks that have caused anything from an innocu-
ous splash in the ocean to species annihilation.
When the next big impact will be, nobody
knows.  But the pressure is on to predict-and
intercept-its arrival. “Sooner or later we will get...
a minor or major impact,” Rolf Densing, who
heads the European Space Operations Centre
(ESOC) in Darmstadt, Germany, said ahead of
International Asteroid Day on Friday.

It may not happen in our lifetime, he said, but
“the risk that Earth will get hit in a devastating
event one day is very high.” For now, there is lit-
tle we can do. And yet, the first-ever mission to

crash a probe into a small space rock to alter its
trajectory suffered a major setback when
European ministers declined in December to
fund part of the project. “We are not ready to
defend ourselves” against an Earth-bound
object, said Densing. “We have no active plane-
tary defense measures.” 

Hitherto relegated to the realms of science
fiction, tactics could include nuking an incoming
asteroid, using lasers to vaporize it, sending a
space “tractor” to drag it off course, or bumping
it into a new direction. But first, we need to be
able to spot the threat. Astrophysicists monitor-
ing the risk classify objects into sizes ranging

from a few millimeters to behemoths 10 kilome-
ters across-the size of rock that wiped out non-
avian dinosaurs some 65 million years ago. The
smallest type enter Earth’s atmosphere daily,
burning up prettily as shooting stars.

End of days    
The largest occur once every 100 million

years, and the next impact could well ring in the
end of human civilization. But when would it
happen? So far, experts have managed to list
more than 90 percent of asteroids in the dino-
killing range, and determined that none poses
an immediate threat. A much bigger concern is
the whereabouts of millions of asteroids in the

15- to 140-metre range. One such object, a 40-
metre space rock, caused the largest impact in
recent history when it exploded over Tunguska,
Siberia, on June 30, 1908 — the date on which
Asteroid Day is marked.

The blast flattened some 80 million trees over
2,000 sparsely-populated square kilometers —
an area bigger than greater London. Tunguska-
sized events happen, on average, every 300
years or so. “Imagine that this type of asteroid
would fall in a very populated area like... Paris or
Germany, I mean this is something that would
be really, really a catastrophe,” said Nicolas
Bobrinsky, program manager of the European

Space Agency’s Space Situational Awareness
project, which surveys asteroids. At least the
ones it knows of.

The Chelyabinsk impact in 2013, for example,
caught everyone unawares. A once-a-decade
category rock of about 20m exploded in the
atmosphere over central Russia with the kinetic
energy of some 27 Hiroshima bombs. The result-
ing shockwave blew out the windows of nearly
5,000 buildings and injured more than 1,200
people. “Now that we have discovered most of
the (asteroids) that are about a kilometer in size
and larger, the goal is to discover most of the
ones which are (up to) about 140 m,” said Patrick
Michel, an astrophysicist with France’s CNRS
research institute.

“This is the threshold-if an object of this size
impacts the Earth-for regional damage at the
scale of a country or a continent.” Another
unknown is long-period comets: wanderers of
the Solar System which can take centuries or
millennia to orbit the Sun, and whose passage
has never been recorded.

Eye on the sky 
Europe is setting up a network of telescopes

to provide us with a heads-up. Scheduled for
completion in about two years, it “will scan sys-
tematically the sky every night and any asteroid
which is coming... would be detected with a
warning time of approximately two to three
weeks,” said Bobrinsky. This is admittedly “not
much, but it’s better than what we have now,”
he added. At the very least, it would allow for
cities to be evacuated, or a shockwave warning
to be issued.

“Contrary to all other natural risks that we face
on Earth, like tsunamis, earthquakes and things
like that, this is the only one that we can predict,”
Michel said. What is needed is cooperation
between politicians and space agencies-and
especially money. An asteroid deflection system
would require “something in the order of 300-400
million euros”, according to Bobrinsky-a minus-
cule amount compared to the cost of disaster.

The United Nations declared June 30
International Asteroid Day to raise public
awareness about what event organizers
describe as “humanity’s greatest challenge”. It
was initiated by astrophysicist and Queen gui-
tarist Brian May, and moviemaker Grigorij
Richters who directed the sci-fi film 51 Degrees
North about an asteroid headed for London. The
initiative has the backing of dozens of scientists,
astronauts, and celebrities, many of whom will
take part in a special 24-hour live broadcast
tomorrow, with round-the-clock asteroid pro-
gramming by the European, Japanese and
American space agencies. —AFP 

HARARE: The animals won’t travel two-by-
two, but thousands of safari stalwarts will
soon begin their journeys from Zimbabwe to
Mozambique in one of Africa’s largest ever
wildlife transfers. Fifty elephants, 100 giraffes,
200 zebras and 200 buffaloes will be among
the several thousand animals that will be
transferred between the two neighbors,
Zimbabwe’s Parks and Wildlife Management
Authority (PWMA) said on Thursday.

They will travel 600 kilometers on dusty
roads from the Save Valley Conservancy to
Zimbabwe’s eastern neighbor in an effort
to replenish animal numbers that were
devastated during Mozambique’s bloody
15-year civil war. “Zimbabwe approved the
translocation of wildlife from the Sango
Ranch in the Save Valley Conservancy to
Zinave National Park in Mozambique,” said

PWMA spokesman Simukai Nyasha. Willy
Pabst, owner of Zimbabwe’s Sango Wildlife
Conservancy, said in a statement that he
was “proud to support the initiative... with
over 6,000 of our animals”.

“For us this relocation is the perfect
example how conservation in Africa works,”
he added. A further 500 animals will be
selected from Mozambique’s Gorongosa
National Park to help repopulate Zinave,
the Peace Parks foundation which is coordi-
nating the transfers said in a statement.
“This week saw the start of one of the
largest wildlife translocation projects that
Africa has ever seen,” it said. Some 7,500
animals from Zimbabwe, South Africa and
elsewhere in Mozambique will be moved
to help repopulate Zinave over the course
of the three-year project.—AFP 

FRESNO, California: Regulators in
California took a pivotal step on Monday
toward becoming the first state to require
the popular weed killer Roundup to come
with a label warning that it’s known to
cause cancer. Officials announced that
starting July 7 the weed killer’s main ingre-
dient, glyphosate, will appear on a list
California keeps of potentially cancerous
chemicals. A year later, the listing could
come with warning labels on the product,
officials said. 

However, it ’s not certain whether
Roundup will ultimately get a warning
label. Monsanto, the chemical’s maker, has
filed an appeal after losing in court to block
the labeling, arguing that Roundup doesn’t
cause cancer and that the labels will harm
the company’s business. State health regu-
lators must also decide if there’s a high
enough amount of the chemical in
Roundup to pose a risk to human health.
State officials received more than 1,300
public comments. 

“We can’t say for sure,” said Sam Delson,

a spokesman for California’s Office of
Environmental Health Hazard Assessment.
“We’re reviewing those comments.”
Glyphosate has no color or smell.
Monsanto introduced it in 1974 as an effec-
tive way of killing weeds while leaving
crops and plants intact. It’s sold in more
than 160 countries, and farmers use it on
250 types of crops in California, the nation’s
leading farming state. Attorney Michael
Baum, who represents more than 300 peo-
ple who claim a loved one became sick or
died from exposure to Roundup, says the
fight to protect Californians is not over. 

He said that the state’s failure to set the
proper risk level would undermine protec-
tions California put in place by listing harm-
ful chemicals. Scott Partridge, Monsanto’s
vice president of global strategy, said in a
statement that glyphosate does not cause
cancer and there’s no need to list it as
harmful in California. “This is not the final
step in the process,” Partridge said. “We will
continue to aggressively challenge this
improper decision.”—AP

Are asteroids humanity’s 

‘greatest challenge’?
High risk of Earth getting hit by an asteroid

WASHINGTON: This file photo shows a piece of the Chelyabinsk meteorite on display before a
hearing of the House Administration Committee in the Longworth House Office Building on
Capitol Hill in Washington, DC.—AFP

CAPE CANAVERAL: This August, the US will
experience its first coast-to-coast total solar
eclipse in 99 years. Total solar eclipses occur every
year or two or three, often in the middle of
nowhere like the South Pacific or Antarctic. What
makes this one so special - at least for Americans -
is that it will cut diagonally across the entire
United States. The path of totality on Aug 21 -
where day briefly becomes night - will pass over
Oregon, continuing through the heartland all the
way to Charleston, South Carolina. 

Those on the outskirts - all the way into
Canada, Central America and even the upper
part of South America - will be treated to a par-
tial eclipse. The last time a total solar eclipse
swept the whole width of the US was in 1918. No
tickets are required for this Monday matinee,
just special eclipse glasses so you don’t ruin your
eyes. Here are some eclipse tidbits as you get
ready to feast your protected eyes on perhaps
the greatest of all cosmic spectacles.

What’s a total solar eclipse?
When the moon passes between Earth and

the sun, and scores a bull’s eye by completely
blotting out the sunlight, that’s a total solar
eclipse. The moon casts a shadow on our planet.
Dead center is where sky gazers get the full
treatment. In this case, the total eclipse will last

up to 2 minutes and 40 seconds in places. A par-
tial eclipse will be visible along the periphery.
Clouds could always spoil the view, though, so
be ready to split for somewhere with clear skies,
if necessary.

What’s the path?
The path of totality - meaning total darkness

- will begin near Lincoln City, Oregon, as the
lunar shadow makes its way into the US This
path will be 60 miles to 70 miles wide; the closer
to the center, the longer the totality. Totality will
cross from Oregon into Idaho, Wyoming,
Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, Illinois, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Georgia, North Carolina and, finally,
South Carolina. 

(It will also pass over tiny slivers of Montana
and Iowa.) The eclipse will last longest near
Carbondale, Illinois: approximately two min-
utes and 40 seconds. The biggest cities in the
path include Nashvi l le ;  Columbia and
Charleston, South Carolina; Salem, Oregon;
Casper,  Wyoming; and just barely within,
Kansas City, Missouri.

Last total solar eclipses in US?
Hawaii experienced a total solar eclipse in

1991. But the US mainland hasn’t seen a total

solar eclipse since 1979, when it swooped
across Oregon, Washington state, Idaho,
Montana and North Dakota, then into Canada.
Before that, in 1970, a total solar eclipse skirted
the Atlantic coastline from Florida to Virginia.
Totality - or total darkness - exceeded three
minutes in 1970, longer than the one coming
up. The country’s last total solar eclipse stretch-
ing from coast to coast, on June 8, 1918, came
in over Oregon and Washington, and made a
beeline for Florida.

When’s the next one?
If you miss the Aug 21 eclipse - or get bitten

by the eclipse bug - you’ll have to wait seven
years to see another one in the continental US.
The very next total solar eclipse will be in 2019,
but you’ll have to be below the equator for a
glimpse. We’re talking the South Pacific, and
Chile and Argentina. It’s pretty much the same
in 2020. For the US, the next total solar eclipse
will occur on April 8, 2024. The line of totality
will cross from Texas, up through the Midwest,
almost directly over Indianapolis, Cleveland and
Buffalo, New York, up over New England and out
over Maine and New Brunswick, Canada.
Carbondale, Illinois, will be in the crosshairs
once again.—AP

Total solar eclipse 1st in 99 

years to sweep width of US

KENTUCKY: This photo shows part of Hopkinsville, Kentucky.—AP

ZIMBABWE: This file photo shows a herd of African elephants in a national park in
Zimbabwe.—AFP

Zimbabwe begins transfer 

of animals to Mozambique

LOS ANGELES: In this photo, containers of Roundup, left, a weed killer is seen on a
shelf with other products for sale at a hardware store in Los Angeles.—AP

Weed killer ingredient 

goes on list as cancerous


